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Study on the Lithium Compound Clusters Using Laser Ablation

Keiichi YOKOYAMA

Department of Materials Science, Tokai Research Establishment,

Japan Atomic Energy Research Institute

Tokai-mura, Ibaraki 319-1195, Japan

Lithium-rich nonstoichiometric binary clusters including hyperlithiated molecules were found

to be produced by a nanosecond laser ablation of lithium metal or compound target. Structural

information on Li3<D was obtained for the first time from experiments by measuring and analyzing

photoionization efficiency curves of mass-selected ions. For example, the structure of Li3O has been

concluded to have both Z>3h and C2v symmetry. In other words, the vibrational wavefunction even at

the ground state spreads over the C2\ and Z>3h minima, which was predicted as the global minimum in

the latest theoretical calculations. Also, this is the first experimental evidence for "electronomers".

Keywords: Hyperlithiated molecule, Laser ablation, Photoionization efficiency curve,
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6 8 . Absorption and emission control in a fs-dephasing medium
based on quantum interference effects
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The coherence control in multi-level, broadband and ultra-fast (<10 fs) materials has been

demonstrated. The two-pulse phase-differential pumping covering entire uv-visible spectral regions was

used to control the multiple coherences. Strong absorption enhancement was observed as a function of

Fourier phase of the excitation.

Keywords : Quantum interference, Ultra-fast phenomena, Coherence control,

Coherent excitation, EIT, Lasing without inversion

1. Introduction

Many applications on the coherent excitation of optical material1"2 have been developed to date. In

addition to the two-level coherent transient phenomena such as the photon echo data storage/processing3

and spectroscopy4, the quantum interference effects in a multi-level system have remarkable future: the

electro-magnetically induced transparency, lasing without inversion5, refractive index enhancement, and

group velocity control etc.. Moreover by changing of optical phase of coupling laser beam or RF-field7,

absorption and emission control and switching is also possible8.

The coherence of optical materials can be excited when Rabi frequency is grater than absorption

line width i.e. o)R>a)a. In historically, these experiments only demonstrated in hyper-fine structure or

ultra-narrow absorption line in atomic gas media10, solid hydrogen" or rare earth ion doped crystals at the

liquid helium temperature12. In solid-state materials or organic dyes at the room temperature, however,

absorption bands have tens of THz and femtosecond dephasing time, so intense, quick and broadband

excitation is required for their coherence control. In this paper, we have demonstrated absorption and

emission control in the ultra-fast (<10 fs) media by optical phase of broadband pump beams'3. The intense

ultra-broadband excitation in UV-IR spectral regions covers almost energy levels of the medium so

multiple coherences are excited between these energy levels. By changing Fourier-amplitude or

Fourier-phase of the excitation, we can control coupling between these multiple coherences so the coherent

optical control of the ultra-broadband material is possible by the broadband excitation.

On the requirement for the excitation and coherence control of such a few cycle dephasing medium,

the pump light must have large bandwidth corresponding to monocycle temporal resolution and sufficient

fluence that can saturate the absorbing medium within its dephasing time. The maximum possible light

intensity applicable is tightly limited by non-resonant nonlinear processes: the self-phase modulation,

four-wave mixing and/or multi-photon absorption. Especially modulation depth of the self-phase
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modulation'4 depends temporal gradient of the light intensity. The ultrashort pulse excitation easily

disturbs its phase structure. Also the phase structure of broadband pump beam drastically changes as a

function of propagating distance due to group velocity dispersion in the strongly absorbing medium. In this

experiment, symmetric two-pulse differential-phase pumping scheme was used to dispersion-free phase

control because relative Fourier-phase between the two-pump pulses is kept constant irrespectively the

dispersion and chirping. The relative phase determines relative amplitudes of the coherences by the

interaction between the coherence exited by former pulse and the second pulse. By the amplitude control of

Fourier component in time domain, we can change the couplings between multiple energy levels.

2. Experimental setup

An intense supercontinuum generated in rare gas covering from the VUV to FIR spectrum15 was

used as the pump light source. This supercontinuum has a flat spectral intensity of 1 GW/nm from the UV

to IR spectral region. The phase sensitive coherent excitation was carried out by coaxial two-pulse (like as

the white light interference) pumping scheme. No dielectric multi-layer or metal coating can accept such

ultra-broad and intense laser beams. A precisely made thin synthesized quartz plate pair was used for the

beam splitter. These plates were carefully polished to minimize phase distortion in both transmittance and

reflection. Difference in optical length was measured to be less than 100 nm at the UV region. The splitter

pair was placed at the Brewster angle to select linear polarization and enhance their surface reflection.

Projecting an aperture image to the sample medium spectral distortion due to diffraction is avoided. The

temporal coherence of the pump beams with a 300-800 nm spectral window of the apparatus was measured

to be 1.4 fs corresponding to monocycle temporal resolution. Through the following experiments, relative

Fourier-phase between the pump beams was simultaneously measured in the frequency domain by

monitoring interference fringes between the pump beams with a polychromator providing a 1024ch

cooled-CCD array for the 300-800 nm spectral

window. S,

3. Results and discussion

Absorptions and emissions in several dye

solutions were measured in the X -type multilevel

system as shown in Fig. 1. The phase dependent

absorptions and emissions were measured by a third

beam (weak and off-axis white-light probe) at the

termination of pumping as a function of optical delay

between the two pump pulses. Figure 2 is showing

the frequency resolved interference fringes of the

pump pulses and corresponding absorption and

emission in Rhodamine 6G dye. At an interface
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Fig. 1 The X -system in an organic dye:

Rhodamine 6G. The bandwidth of

lower vibration level is 45 THz.
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between the absorption and emission bands, especially strong coherent behavior was observed. The

frequency of 545 THz corresponding to v=0~0 transition of the dye alternatively shows absorption and

emission. Figure 3 represents pump intensity dependence of absorption in the sample. It is clear that

significant enhancement in the absorption saturation is appeared at optical delay of ±5.1 fs in comparison

with the simple dephasing in small signal region. The optical delay of 5.1 fs correspond to 196 THz fringe

separation in the frequency domain so a phase difference in the Stokes shift of 45 THz is measured to be

all phase shift. In other words, the fist and the second pulses are in phase at the absorption band and have

the 7t/2 phase difference at the emission band at this delay time.
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Figure 2 Frequency resolved mappings for (a) interference fringes as a function of

optical delay between the two pump pulses, and (b) corresponding absorption

and emission profiles in Rh6G dye. The shading in (b) represents transmittance

and its scale is shown in the right-hand side. The small signal transmittance of

the sample is 10" .

By the first pulse excitation, two coherences are excited at the absorption band Vi, and emission

band vi. At the optical delay of t=0 fs, the in-phase excitation i.e. strong single pulse excitation, the two

Rabi-flopping Q R b QR2 make high frequency beating. The population excited is quickly transferred to other

levels so the coherent behavior disappeared. In addition, two photon coupling of the absorption and

emission excites other coherence between the lower two levels. These coherences coupling to the same

upper state result in the population trapping into dressed lower levels. The transparency due to coherent

trapping (the vanish of absorption), however, requires complete energy relaxation to a dressed lower level.

Because of the upper state energy lifetime of 3.9 ns16 in Rh6G, the population excited remains in the upper

state. Thus the absorption at t=0 shows incoherent pumping level.

At the t=5.1 fs, because phase difference between the coherence excited by the first pulse and

second pulse is n/2 for the emission band and the two-photon coupling, these interactions are orthogonal

and disappear. Only the coherence at the absorption band possibly interacts with the second pulse. In this

situation, the 2nd excitation becomes simple two-level scheme. As a result of the absorption enhancement

at V| and the suppression of induced emission at v2, the absorption saturation takes maximum value.
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4. Conclusion

We have demonstrated absorption enhancement and emission suppression by the coherence control

in the fs-dephasing medium. The ultra-broadband differential phase excitation controls the coupling

between multiple energy levels. The pumping scheme is possibly applied to further broadband materials for

the control of general material properties unlimited within the optical characteristics. Especially, coherence

control by the UV and VUV broadband excitations coupling to the same continuum drastically changes

ionization and reaction properties of material. Applications for reaction control, material processing, or

optical control of short wavelength system, that are essentially connecting with their short-live and

ultra-broadband nature may be remarkable future of this scheme.

Part of this work is supported by the grand-in-aid for scientific research, the Ministry of Education,

Science, Sports and Culture.
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Figure 3 Intensity dependence of the absorption in 560-567 THz as a function of the

optical delay between the pump pulses, (a) Weakly saturated region, (b)

Strongly saturated region with a Rabi-frequency of 30 THz.
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Laser processing is useful processing method but its precise control is not necessarily easy. For

instance, irradiation site spreads over wider range than focal spot size. Moreover, laser-plasma

interaction is yet unknown clearly and hence variety of physical phenomenon is needed to be

elucidated. We calculated this processing phenomenon with CIP-CUP(Cubic Interpolated

Pseudoparticle Combined Unified Procedure)method and compared with experimental result.

Keywords: Laser, Plasma, Laser-Processing, CIP, C-CUP
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A

A1

(a) Experiment

(b)Calculation with plasma effect (c)Calculation without plasma effect

Fig.3

(a) Green line displays vertical structure along the yellow line

AA'=42 u m BB'=250 p. m

Table. 1

Depth of hole
Diameter of hole

(a)
42 /im

250 Mm

(b)
47 u m
260 ix m

(c)
90 a m

230 urn
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